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We develop random walk representations for the spin-S Heisenberg ferromagnet 
with nearest neighbor interactions. We show that the spin-S Heisenberg model 
is a diffusion with local times controlled by the spin-S Ising model. As a 
consequence, expectations for the Heisenberg model conditioned on zero diffusion 
are shown to be Ising expectations. 
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N  
In this paper we develop some random walk representations for the spin-S 
Heisenberg ferromagnet with nearest neighbor interaction on the integer 
lattice in d dimensions. The representations parallel corresponding 
representations for the perfect Bose gas. Hence the Heisenberg model can 
be thought of as an interacting Bose gas. This has been made more explicit 
in the paper of Dyson (5/ (see also ref. 4). 
In our picture one thinks of the free Bose gas as an ensemble of 
noninteracting random walks. The corresponding picture for the Heisenberg 
model is of an ensemble of interacting walks. The effect of the interaction 
is to slow down the diffusion process. One can be more precise and identify 
the local time for the Heisenberg diffusion. It is given in terms of the spin-S 
Ising model. In particular, expectations for the spin-S Heisenberg model 
conditioned on zero diffusion are just spin-S Ising expectations. 
Since the effect of diffusion should be to lower critical temperature, 
one is tempted to conjecture that 
Tff(S) <~ T~(S) (1.11 
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where T~(S) denotes the critical temperature of the spin-S Heisenberg 
model and TI(s) the critical temperature of the spin-S Ising model. The 
inequality (1.1) appears to be unknown even in the classical case S =  c~. In 
that case Ty(oo)  denotes the critical temperature of the classical Heisenberg 
model and T~(m) the critical temperature of the continuous-spin Ising 
model. It was shown in ref. 2 that T~(cc)> 0 in dimension d~> 2. 
Some results of the type (1.1) are known for classical systems. In refs. 1 
and 8 it is shown that 
L~I(oo) v r~(1/2) (1.2) 
It is also known from Griffiths inequalities (7) that T{(S) is a decreasing 
function of S, whence 
T~(oo) ~< T~(1/2) (1.3) 
We also identify the S -+ oo limits of our random walk representations 
to obtain a random walk representation for the classical Heisenberg model. 
This representation for the classical Heisenberg model differs from the 
Symanzik representation. (3) The Symanzik representation is rotation 
invariant, whereas our representation depends on the direction of the Sz 
axis. 
2. R A N D O M  W A L K S  ON A N  I N T E G E R  LATTICE 
Let 7/a be the integer lattice in d dimensions. For integer L = 1, 2,..., let 
A be the intersection of Z d with a "cube" of side L, 
A = [0, L]dc~ Z d (2.1) 
We impose periodic boundary conditions on A by identifying endpoints. 
Then A becomes a d-dimensional t orus with volume IAI = L a. We shall be 
interested in nearest neighbor random walks on A. 
We first consider discrete-time random walks of length l. Let co(m), 
m = 0, 1, 2 ..... l, be such a walk with 0)(0)e A fixed. Then the probability 
of co, P[co], is just 
P [ ~ ]  = (2d ) - '  (2.2) 
Let A be the matrix on A x A, 
if R, R' nearest neighbors 
(2.3) 
l o  otherwise. 
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Then, if P [ d  I ~ ]  denotes the probability of d conditioned on ~,  we have 
P[~o(/) = R I ~o(0) = R']  = A'(R, R') (2.4) 
Here A t is the /th power of A as a matrix. Equation (2.4) expresses the 
Markov property of the process. 
Next we introduce a time variable. A bond b of the lattice consists of 
a directed line segment joining two nearest neighbor lattice sites. To each 
bond b we associate independent time variables characterized by local 
times v(b). Thus, 
P [ n o  jump on the bond b up to time t ]=exp[ - t / r (b ) ]  (2.5) 
From (2.5) it easily follows that the expected time between jumps on b is 
r(b). The exponential distribution (2.5) for the time variables means that 
all time variables are Markov. Hence they determine a continuous-time 
random walk X(t) on A which is also Markov. For f l>0 ,  R, R'EA,  let 
G A(fl, R, R') be the probability 
G A(fl, R, R') = P[ X(fl)= R] X(O) = R'] 
Then the Markov property of X implies the semigroup property, 
(2.6) 
GA(fl, R , R ' ) = Z G A ( f l - - t , R , R " ) G A ( t , R " , R '  ), 0 < t < f i  (2.7) 
R" 
for GA. The fact that (2.6) gives a probability implies 
~, GA(fl, R, R ' ) =  1 (2.8) 
R 
From (2.7) it follows that G A satisfies a differential equation 
8G A/~fl = --H(R) G A 
(2.9) 
GA(O , R ,  R') = fie.e' 
and H(R) is the infinitesimal generator H of the process acting on the 
variable R. From (2.5), (2.7) one can express H in terms of the local times 
z(b). For  a bond b with vertices R, R' and in the direction from R' to R 
we write 
v(b) = v(R, R') (2.10) 
Then we have 
5 
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where the sum over 6 is over the unit vectors generating the lattice. Let 
LZ(A) be the space of complex-valued functions 4/on A with norm [l" [I, 
110112= ~ ]0(R)I 2 (2.12) 
RGA 
Then GA is the kernel of the operator exp( - f lH)  on L2(A), 
exp( - f iH)  ~(R)= ~ GA(fl, R, R') ~(R') (2.13) 
R'~A 
The adjoint H* of H on L2(A) is given by 
H*O(R)= I ~  I/z(R + 6' R)] O(R)-  ~ [1/z(R' R + 6) ] ~(R + (2.14) 
From (2.13) it follows that 
exp( - f iH*)  t~(R')= ~ GA(fi, R, R') t~(R) (2.15) 
R~A 
The identity (2.3) is then just a reflection of the fact that H* has eigenvalue 
0 with corresponding eigenfunction ~o(R)-= 1. Finally, one should note 
that (2.15) implies that G a also satisfies the equation 
OG A/~ fl = -H*(R')G A 
(2.16) 
G A(O , R,  R ' ) =  (~R,R' 
In the case when r(b) = 1 for all bonds b we write H= Ho, and Ho is 
the negative lattice Laplacian on A. From (2.3) it is evident that H o is 
related to A by the expression 
H o = 2dI-  2dA (2.17) 
where I is the identity matrix. Hence we have 
P[X(fl)= RIX(O)= R'] = e  2d[3 e2d'6A(R, R') 
= ~ e -2d~ (2dfl)'A'(R, R') (2.18) 
t=o I! 
Let N(t) be the random variable associated to the time variable (2.5) 
which gives the number of jumps up to time t. Then N(t) is Poisson 
distributed, 
PIN(t) = 1] = e x p [ -  t/r(b)] [t/z(b)]l/l! (2.19) 
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Hence from (2.4) and (2.19), Eq. (2.18) is the same as 
PEX(/~) = R I x (0 )  = R ' ]  
= ~, PE/jumps to t ime/~  PEco(/)=Rico(0)= R']  
/ = 0  
(2.20) 
How to compute the probability (2.6) in the case of nonconstant r(b) 
will be discussed at the end of the next section in a more general setting. 
Here we wish to point out that it is often useful to think of the case where 
all z(b)/> 1 in the following way: The walk X(t) sits at a site Ro with a 
Poisson-distributed waiting time whose expectation is 1/2d. Then it can 
jump along a bond b starting at R o with probability 1/2&(b), but it can 
also perform a single-site jump from Ro to Ro with probability 
1 E 1 
1 2db r(b ) (2.21) 
where the sum is over the 2d bonds b starting at Ro. The probability of not 
jumping away from Ro from time 0 to t can then be found by summing 
over the number l of single-site jumps, i.e., 
(2dt) ~ I1 1 _ 1 ql t 
,=~0 l! [ exp ( -2d t ) ]  
The expression on the right in (2.22) is exactly what we obtain from (2.5). 
3. FREE B O S E  G A S  
To each R in the periodic lattice A we associate annihilation and 
creation operators a(R), a*(R), where 
[a(R ' ) ,  a* (R) ]  -- aR,., (3.1) 
The number operator ~A is then given by 
= ~, a*(R) a(R) (3.2) 
R ~ A  
The Hamiltonian for the free Bose gas is 
1 
.~A,B=~ ~ [a*(R+6)-a*(R)][a(R+6)--a(R)] (3.3) 
R c A , 6  
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where the 6 summation is as in (2.11). For any h > 0, the finite-volume free 
energy of the Bose gas at inverse temperature/~ is given by 
fA, B(fl, h) = [A[ ~ log[Tr exp( -/39fA - hJVA)] (3.4) 
and the thermodynamic free energy by 
fs(fl, h ) =  lim fA,B(fl, h) (3.5) 
A~oo 
One can obtain formulas for fa ,e ,  f8  by going to Fourier variables. 
Here we wish to obtain a random walk representation which can be 
compared to a similar representation for the Heisenberg model. To do this 
we compute the Hamiltonian ~A acting on N-particle states. For any set 
of N points {R1,...,RN} with R~eA, l <~i<~N, let IR~, R2 ..... RN) be the 
state 
N 
I R 1 ,  '' ', R N )  = (N!)  -1/2 ~ I  a*(R~)10)  (3.6) 
i=1 
where L0) is the vacuum. The states IR1 ..... RN) have normalization 
where 
( R t , . . . , R N I R I  ..... RN)  = 1-] nR!/N!, 
R e A  
(3.7) 
nR=ns(R1,R2,. . . ,RN)= #{ i :R~=R} ,  R e A  (3.8) 
The state (3.6) determines the integers n R in (3.8) uniquely. Conversely, a 
set of nonnegative integers n R, R e A, defines a state (3.6) which is determined 
up to normalization. We denote the normalized state determined by the 
integers nR, R 6 A ,  by Ing: R s A ) .  Thus, 
Trexp(--/3JgA,B--hJV~)= l- [ ~ e x p ( - h  ~ nR) 
R c A  nR~O R ~ A  
x (nR:ReA[exp(--flJ~A,B) InR:ReA ) (3.9) 
Next we define a unitary transformation from the N-particle space 
JVA = N to the space 2 N Lsym(A ) of symmetric functions ~0 on A N. For any 
symmetric function 0 we associate a state [~)  by 
I~0) = ~ 0(R1, R2,..., RN)JR1, R2 ..... RN) (3.10) 
R ~ A , I  <~i<~N 
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It follows from (3.7) that 
( I / / 1 0 )  = Z 10(R1,..., R~)I 2 (3 .11)  
Ri~A,I<.i<~N 
Equation (3.11) shows that the mapping is unitary. Furthermore, we also 
have 




HA,N = ~ Ho(R,) (3.13) 
i=l  
and Ho(Ri) is the operator (2.17) acting on the variable Ri. In view of the 
fact that the transformation is unitary, we have 
Tr exp( -/?~A,B -- hJg'R) = ~ e -hN Trsy~ exp(--flH,,N) (3.14) 
N=0 
2 N where Trsyrn denotes that the trace is over Lsym(A ). 
Let GA,N(fl, R, R') be the Green's function for the operator HA,N on 
L 2(AN). Thus, if 0(R)  = 0 ( R 1 ,  R2, . . . ,  RN) ,  R i  ~ A,  1 ~ i ~ N ,  is a function o n  
A ~v, then 
exp(--flHA,N) 0 ( R ) =  ~ GA,N(fi, R, R') 0(R')  (3.15) 
R'~A N 
We can express the trace in (3.14) in terms of the Green's functions GA,N 
2 N by choosing an orthonormal basis for Lsym(A ) and using (3.15). A 
convenient basis is the image of the basis [he: R eA)  under the unitary 
transformation (3.10). We denote this basis by Ine:R e A). It is easy to see 
that 
InR : R E A) = 0 ( X l  ,..., XN) 
where 
(RI[I A \1/2 0(x1,..., XN) = nR !/N!)  
0(Xl ,..., XN) = 0 otherwise 
For R e A let 6R(x ) be the 6 function 
1 if x=R 
~ ( x )  = 
0 otherwise 
if nR=#{i:xi=R},  ReA 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
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Then the function 0 in (3.16) can be written in terms of 6 functions. Let 
RI ..... RN be a set of N points satisfying (3.8). Then 
XN)=( I~[ n.!/N!l I/' ~ (I/n.!)~ 6.,~,(x,).-.8.,,,,,(xN) (3.18) 0(x,,..., 
X R ~ A  / R E A rc 
where the sum in (3.18) is over all permutations ~ on { 1, 2 ..... N}. From 
(3.15) and (3.18) we obtain then the formula 
(nR: R~Alexp(-~H,,N)InR: R ~ A ) =  [-I (l/nR[) ~ GA.N(fi, R, R,)  
R E  A rc 
(3.19) 
where 
R = (R1, R2,..., RN), R. = (R,1, R.2 ..... R.N) (3.20) 
From (3.19) it follows then that the formula for the trace is given by 
1 
TrsymeXp(-~Ha,u)=-~. ~ GA,N(/3, R,R~) (3.21) 
R ~ AN, rc 
It is straightforward now to obtain a formula for the free energy (3.4) 
if we use the fact that 
N 
6..N(/~, a, l~')= I] ~.([~, R,, R;) (3.22) 
i = l  
where G A is the one-particle Green's function satisfying (2.9) with H =  Ho. 
For a given permutation rc on {1, 2,..., N} let mj, j =  1, 2,..., be the number 
of cycles of length j. Then we must have 
zt is 
jmj = N (3.23) 
j = l  
For given values mj satisfying (3.23) the number of such permutations 
N! 11 (jmJms!) (3.24) 
j = l  
From (3.21), (3.22), and (3.24) and the semigroup property for G A it 
follows then that 
9 Z 01' z ira./ -JR;A GA(jfl, R, R) rnj! (3.25) 
m j > ~ O , j = l , 2 . . ,  j = l  
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where the mj satisfy the constraint (3.23). From (3.14) it then follows that 
e x p [ l A [  fA,B(fl, h)] = Tr e x p ( - / 3 ~ , ~  - h ~ )  
= exp - - 7  2 GA(j~, R, R) (3.26) 
1 R ~ A  
Since H A , N ~ O  , the expression in (3.19) is less than 1. We wish to 
make this explicit by writing (3.19) as a probability. To each bond b in A 
we can associate a unique lattice point, namely the origin of the vector b. 
Thus if b = R'R',  then the lattice point is R'. We can then define n(b) by 
n(b) =nR, , the number of particles at R' (3.27) 
For an arbitrary bond b we can also define a differential db(x) which is a 
r ) function of x ~ A. For  the bond b = R R, db is given by 
f 
- 1  if x=R'  
db(x)= +1 if x = R  (3.28) 
0 otherwise 
In analogy to (3.27), we shall also write db(b')=db(x') for the bond 
b'=x'---~. Using this notation, we can write (3.19) as a probability. Let 
(h i ,  b 2 ..... bm) be a sequence of bonds in A. We shall say this sequence is 
compatible with the state InR" ReA),  written (hi,..., bm)~ [nR: ReA),  if 
k 
n(x)+ ~ dbi(x)>~O, all xeA,  l<<,k~m 
i = 1  
(3.29) 
~ dbi(x)=O, all x e A  
i = l  
For given local times ~(b), particle numbers nR, R eA, and sequence 
(bl,..., bin) we define the probability of the sequence 
P~[(bl, b2 ..... bm); nR, R e A l  
= ~ dt~ ... dt m 
~0 = t 0 < t l <  . . -  <tm<[] 
x 1~ exp - n(b)+ ~ dbj(b) 
x - exp - n(b)+ ~ dbj(bi) r(bi) 
j = l  
XI~bexp[-n(b)~-tm]'c(b) J (3.30) 
822/64/1-2-17 
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Equation (3.30) is the probability that a particle jumps along bl, then 
another along b2, until finally a last particle jumps along b m. We can see 
then from (3.19) that if we take r(b) = 1 for all b, that 
(nR: ReAl exp(-- fiH A,u) [nR: R e A ) 
= ~ P~[(bl ..... bm);nR, R~A] (3.31) 
(bl , . . . ,bm) ~ [ng : R ~ A ) 
In the case where N = Y A =  1, Eq. (3.29) is simply saying that 
( b  1 ..... bin) forms a closed nearest neighbor walk of the type discussed in 
Section 2. In this case formula (3.31) is similar to (2.20). Equation (3.31) 
gives a probabilistic representation for the N-particle Green's function on 
the state [nR:REA). If we sum now over nR, ReA,  we obtain a 
probabilistic representation for the partition function of the free Bose gas, 
Trexp(--fl~A,B--hWn)=(n~A ~ o )  exp ( - - h ~ n R )  
n R 
x ~ P~[(b 1 ..... bm);nn, R~A ] 
( b l , . . . , b m ) ~  [nR: R ~ A )  
(3.32) 
In the following section we shall see that there is an exactly analogous 
representation for the Heisenberg partition function. 
4. H E I S E N B E R G  M O D E L  
For the Heisenberg model we associate with each R in A a spin vector 
S ( R ) =  (Sx(R), Sy(R), Sz(R)), where the components of S are angular 
momentum operators acting on the irreducible representation of SU(2) 
with spin S. They thus satisfy the commutation relations 
[Sx(R), Sy(R')] = i6RR, Sz(R) 
[Sy(R), S~(R')] = i6RR, Sx(R) (4.1) 
[Sz(R), Sx(R')] = iaRR, Sy(R) 
and the identity 
S(R) 2 = Sx(R) 2 + Sy(R) 2 + Sz(R) 2 = S(S+ 1) (4.2) 
The Hamiltonian for the Heisenberg model we consider here is 
1 
~ s = ~  Z {(2S)-I[S(R)--S(R+6)] 2 -1}  (4.3) 
R ~ A , 6  
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This represents a nearest neighbor interaction and the operator has been 
normalized to have ground-state energy 0. The special scaling (2S) 1 has 
been chosen to simplify formulas and the comparison with the free gas, as 
will become clear below. 
We can consider Was defined on the subspace of the free Bose space 
spanned by the vectors InR: R E A ) with 0 ~ n R ~< 2S. The operator Sz(Ro) 
then acts as 
Sz(Ro) ]nR: R e A ) = (nRo-- S) [nR: R e A ) (4.4) 
The number operator restricted to this subspace carl thus be written as 
JV'A = ~ Sz(R) + S (4.5) 
R e A  
Clearly [WA s, XA] = 0. The finite-volume free energy is defined as for the 
Bose gas by 
fA,s(/?, h ) =  IA[ ' log[Tr exp( - / ?Was-hYA)]  (4.6) 
but here the trace is over the Heisenberg subspace. The thermodynamic 
free energy is 
fs(/?, h ) =  lira fA,s(/?, h) (4.7) 
We want to obtain a random walk representation for the Heisenberg free 
energy similar to the representation found for the free Bose gas in the 
previous section. To this end we want to represent W s on particle states. 
Let A N c A  u be the set 
A~={(Ra,...,RN)eANInR(R1,...,RN)<~2S for all R e A }  (4.8) 
We want to define a transformation V (not necessarily unitary) from the 
2 N N-particle ( ~  = N) Heisenberg space to Lsym(A s), which can be naturally 
identified with a subspace of L2sym(AN). Then, if Was.N denotes the restriction 
o f W  s t o W A = N ,  weget,  w i t h H  s -VWas,N V-1 A , N - -  as in (3.14) 
1 1 12SlAt 
SA, s(/?, h)= - ~  og L N~_-O e--hN TrL2s'm( AN)s exp( - /?Ha  s, u)]J (4.9) 
We want to choose V such that the Green's function Gas,N(fl , R, R') for 
HS,N, defined as in (3.15), has a representation as a probability. From 
Section 2 we know that as a necessary condition (HS,N) * must have 
eigenvalue 0 with corresponding eigenfunction 
~9o(R1,..., RN)= 1, (R1 ..... RN) ~ A N (4.10) 
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Thus we want V* to map ~o to the ground state of ~4~A s on the subspace 
YA=N. 
The first problem in constructing V is to find this ground state of ~ s .  
This can be done by observing that if we define S+-(R)= Sx(R)+_ iSy(R), 
then ~ A  ss commutes with F,R~A S+(R). The action of S+(R) is to create 
a particle at site R. The subspace YA = 0 consists only of the state 
[nR = 0; R E A ), which is a ground state of ~ s  A. Thus, the (unnormalized) 
ground state on ~A = N must be 
(N,) t / 2 [~  AS+(R)]N,nR=O,R~A) 
= E " "  2 ( '~(R1, '",  RN)[R1  ..... R N )  (4 .11)  
RI~A RN~A 
where IR) was defined in (3.6) and 
66~(R) = [Ri~ie A ( 2 S ) '  ]1/2 [ 2 S -  nR(R)] ( (4.12) 
and Of(R) = 0 if RCA u S '  
Comparing with (3.10), it is natural to try to define V* by 
V ~ . 2 N Lsym(As) ~ ~1 ~ It) ) 
-- ~ Cg(R~ ,..., Rx) O(R~ ,..., Ru)IR~,..., RN) (4.13) 
Ri~A,I <~i<.N 
Notice that clearly 10) belongs to the Heisenberg subspace. 0o is mapped 
to the ground state for 2/fA s on ~UA:N. The operators V and V -1 are 
given by 
2 N V: [q))~-~(o(R)==-~(R)(RIO)6Lsym(As) (4.14) 
V-l:  O~lq~5- ~ Cd(R)-~O(R)I R) (4.15) 
R~As N 
Thus, V is not an isometry. We want to compute the transformed operator 
HSA,N = v~SA,N V- l "  
Writing 
~(fs _ 1  1 
a - 2 R~a 2-S [2S2 -- S+ (R) S -  (R + 6) - S -  (R) S + (R + a) 
- 2SZ(R) SZ(R+ 6)3 (4.16) 
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an easy calculation gives 
~,ps [R 1 ,.--, RN 5 
i=l 2d ~ '"" 
(4.17) 
Observing that from (4.12) 
~(R)[1  n R ' ( R ) - - l J m [  1 2 S  nR~s(R)]~/2 
= [ 1  n,,(R1 +c~'""RN)] c ~ ( R 1 2 S  +fi,...,RN) (4.18) 
we get by a straightforward computation using (4.14)-(4.18) 
FLr .Nd](r) 
Comparing this expression with Eq. (2.11), we see that indeed H s defines A , N  
a process on the lattice A ~ with local times defined by 
nR~(R,)]_, 
rs(R, 11' ) -  1- ~ - ~ - j  for R'=(R1,...,Ri+c~ ..... RN) (4.20) 
We can also think of the local times as being defined on bonds b on A, but 
then they depend on the particle configuration InR; R ~ A), 
,)  ___- [1 -1 - 2S _] ( 4 . 2 1 )  
.... l ,  ) 
where 6 denotes the bond opposite to b (b=R'R  gives b = R R  ') and 
where we use the notation (3.27). 
Defini t ion.  We define the spin-S Heisenberg process of N particles 
on A as the Markov process on A~ defined by local times (4.20) 
[or (4.21)]. 
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According to (4.21) the local time on a bond depends on the number 
of particles at the site to which the bond points. The local time is greater 
the more occupied this site is. If the site is filled, the local time is infinity, 
i.e., there can be no jumps along the bond. The lack of self-adjointness of 
the generator H s is reflected in the fact that r(R, R')-r ~(R', R) (except A,N 
for the case S = 1/2; see below). 
Recalling Eq. (4.9), we have proved the following result. 
S T h e o r e m .  If GA,N(fl, R, R') denotes the Green's function for the 
Heisenberg process, then the finite-volume free energy for the Heisenberg 
model given in (4.6) is 
v2SIAl ~ 1 
fA,s(fi, h) = [A[-1 log [_Zo  Z ~ GSN(fl, R, R~) (4.22) 
REA N ~ZeSN 
Equation (4.22) corresponds to (3.21) in the free case. 
It is now easy to give the representation corresponding to (3.32) for 
the Heisenberg model. In analogy with (3.30), we define, for configurations 
InR; R~A) with O~nR~2S for all REA, the probabilities 
P~E (bl,..., bin); nR, f leA]  
= f 0  dtl " " d t m  f i  H 
= t O < t l <  ""<tm<fl i=1 b~bi 
xexp - n(b)+ dbj(b) (ti-ti_l)/~s(n(b)+ ~ dbi(b)) 
j= l  j=l  
x - exp - n(bi)+ 2 db:(bi) (t~-ti_l)/~s(n(5~)+ 2 dbj(5~)) 
j=l j=l 
x 1-[ exp[- -n(b)(fl - t,~)/~s(n([~))] (4.23) 
b 
Notice that if the walk (bl ..... b,~) ~ InR;R e A) ever accumulates more than 
2S particles at a site, the above probability is 0. We get the representations 
(nR: ReAl  exp(--fl~ut~SA)InR: R e A) 
= ~ P~[(bl,...,bm);nR, R e A ]  (4.24) 
(ba,...,bm)~ ]nR; R e A) 
and thus 
Trexp(--fl~fS--hYa)=(RIJ A ~ ) - h  
x Z e~E(bl ..... bm);n, ,ReA] 
(bl,,..,bm) ~ lnR; R e A ) 
(4.25) 
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We can think of (3.32) as being the S =  m case of (4.25), since then 
Vs= o~(n(6))= 1. 
While the probabilities P~ for the free Bose gas correspond to a diffusion 
of free identical particles, the probabilities P~ correspond to a diffusion of 
interacting particles, where the interaction is nearest neighbor. The effect 
of the interaction is to slow down the diffusion. This slowing down is of 
course expressed in the fact that the local times rs ~> 1. A particle moving 
with no particles nearby will move freely, since now Zs = 1. If there are 
particles at neighboring sites, r s >  1, then the diffusion slows down. 
P~[(bl,..., b,,); nR, R ~ A] is the probability that the particle gas will return 
to its original configuration in t ime/ /hav ing  made the moves bl,..., bin. 
The special case S = 1/2 is illustrative because it is the simplest; each 
site is either empty or occupied. The local times along all bonds in the 
N lattice As= 1/2 are all equal to 1, so the generator is self-adjoint in this case. 
The interaction between particles is due to the restriction from A N to 
N As= 1/2- Another way of expressing this is that the particles move around 
freely, but reflect off each other as a hard-core gas. The generator for the 
diffusion is the Laplacian on A N= 1/2 with Neumann boundary conditions. 
In this gas there will be regions with low density where the particles 
move almost freely, but there will also be clusters of particles. In the middle 
of a cluster where the particles are totally surrounded by other particles the 
diffusion will have slowed down to zero. Stated otherwise, when a cluster 
first has formed, it can only dissolve or evaporate from the boundary. 
At a fixed time the configuration of the gas is like the configuration of 
a regular Ising model, the cluster being bounded by Peierls contours. The 
difference from the Ising model is that in the Heisenberg model there is also 
a time parameter. To find the Heisenberg partition function, we have to 
sum not only over contours, but over time-periodic contours of period ft. 
In fact, if we condition the spin-l/2 Heisenberg expectations to stationary 
configurations, i.e., no jumps, we get exactly the Ising model. Indeed, let 
~ ( R ) = n ( R ) - 1 / 2 =  _+1/2; then from (4.25) the partition function for no 
jumps is 
Z Heisenberg/ jumps) 
S = 1/2 ~,no 
 expE ,426, 
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Similarly, if we define the spin-S Ising model from the partition function 
S 
ZIsing(f l  , h )  -~ exp[ - (rid+ h)IAI S] 
S 
we get the following result. 
~(R) ~(R + ~!1 
+ / ? Z  2S R 
(4.27) 
Theorem.  Expectations conditioned to no jumps in the spin-S 
Heisenberg model are equal to expectations in the Ising model (4.27). 
As a simple consequence, we get the following. 
Corol lary .  
Tr exp(-flJg~,s-hY~)>~ s Zising (fl , h )  
5. C L A S S I C A L  L I M I T S  
In this section we will study the classical limits of the representations 
(3.32) and (4.25). Our aim is to identify the corresponding classical 
representations. We will see that they are in fact very simple expansions. 
The classical limit of spin systems was studied in ref. 6 (see also ref. 4), 
where it was proved that 
L( h) 1 lim fs ~,~ - l o g ( 2 S + l )  =fc(fi, h) (5.1) S ~ o o  
where fc(/~, h) is the thermodynamic free energy for the classical Heisenberg 
model, given by the Hamiltonian 
1 I S ( R )  - S (R  + 6 ) ]  2 
~C,A = ~ Z 2 (5.2) 
R ~ A , 6  
Here S(R)~ S 2 for each R eA, so that ~C,A is a function on the space 
(SZ) A of functions from A to S 2. 
The finite-volume free energy is 
fc, li(~' h)= ~Ai l~ f QI~IA l fs2 da(R)) exp[-fl~C,A-h ~ (S~(R)+ l) 1 
R 
(5.3) 
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The classical limit stated in terms of thermodynamic free energies in (5.1) 
of course also holds in a finite volume. 
The corresponding limit of the free Bose gas (3.3) (3.5) is given by the 
Gaussian model, 
1 ~,A=~ ~ Iz(R+6)-z(R)[ 2 (5.4) 
R~A,b 
where z(R)~ C, R~ A, and Jq~G,~ is defined on C A. The finite-volume free 
energy is 
1 {(R~IAIfc [ ]}  fa, A(/3, h)= i-~log - dZz(R) exp --/~g~,A --h Z Iz(R)l 2 
7"C R 
(5.5) 
The result corresponding to (5.1) is 
lim [fB(e/?, ah)+ log e] = fG(/~, h) (5.6) 
Since both sides of (5.6) are explicitly computable by going to Fourier 
variables, this limit is very simple to prove. 
We first turn to the representation (3.26) to see what happens to this 
expansion in the limit (5.6). 
Thus we want to study 
lim ,A[(fB,A(~fl,~h)+loge)=lim(j~= eJh ) e~O ~ 0  1 T  R~A  GA(je~,R,R)+Iog~ 
(5.7) 
Using the formula (2.18) Esee also (2.6)], we get that the right-hand side 
of (5.7) is 
A/(R,R) ~ e--(2d~+h)aJ ) 
R~A j=l J (2d~J)t+l~ (5.8) 
l 
(2d]~ ej)t= fo ~ e-(2d~+h~t(2dflt t) dt 
= ( l + ~ d ~ )  l ( l - 1 ) !  
'im( o  
e ~ O  l 
If l ~ 0, we find 
lira ~ e-(2d~+h~J 
~ O j =  1 j 
+log e) =~olim [ - l o g ( 1 - e  (2d~+h)~) + log e] 
(5.9) 
For the l=  0 term in (5.8) we get 
lim ( j~  e-(2a~+h)~J- 
a ~ O  1 J 
= -log(2d/? + h) (5.10) 
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Since the left-hand side of (5.7) is identical to the finite-volume free energy 
for the Gaussian, we arrive, by a simple interchange of limits, at the following 
random walk expansion: 
1 exp[IAIf~,A(fl, h)]-=(2dfl+h) IALexpg~ 1 1+ ~ A'(R,R) 
(5.11) 
Equation (5.11) can be interpreted as saying that a Gaussian system is a 
perfect gas of random loops. 
The expansion can be adapted to non-Gaussian systems, but in this case 
the loops interact. Such an expansion has been studied by Brydges et al. (3) 
Before going to the classical limit of Heisenberg model, we will also 
consider the limit of the expansion in (3.32). We get from (3.30) 
lim exp{ IAI [f~,A(efl, eh) + log e] } 
e ~ 0  
= l i m e  IAI exp - h  enR 
e ~ 0  n 0 
x ~ P~e[(bl,...,bm);nR, ReA]  
(b l , . . . ,bm)  ~ [nR : R E A ) 
=lim (RI~I A ~ ~)exp ( - -h~enR)  
e ~ 0  nR~O 
x ~ e n(bi) + ~ dbj(bi) exp[-n(b)e[3] 
( b l , . . . , b m ) ~  I n R : R ~ A )  i =  1 j =  1 
1 R ~ A  C R 
x ~, fl Iz(b,)l 2 ]-I  exp[-Iz(b)12/~] (5.12) 
(bi ,...,brn) i =  1 b 
closed loops 
Here we have adopted the notation z(b)= z(R') for b = R'R ~. Notice that 
in the classical limit the only compatibility condition on (bl . . . . .  b in )  is that 
they form closed loops. 
It should now be clear that the expansion (5.12) is what one would get 
from writing z = Iz[e i~ and then expanding the part of the exponential in 
(5.5) containing terms with e i~ The expansion contains only closed loops 
because the only nonzero terms after integration are those that are real. 
We shall now see in a very similar manner that the classical limit of 
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the representation (4.25) for the Heisenberg model is what we would get by 
writing (5.2) in terms of 
S+-(R)=Sx(R)+iSy(R)= [1 2 1/2 _ -Sz(R)] exp[+_iO(R)] 
The part of the exponential in (5.3) containing terms with S+-(R) is then 
expanded and the O(R) variables integrated out just as in the Gaussian 
case. It is again clear that the sum over sequences of bonds is restricted to 
those forming closed loops. 
We should emphasize here that this random walk representation is not 
the same as the Symanzik representation (3) for the classical Heisenberg 
model. The Symanzik representation is rotation invariant, whereas the 
above representation depends on the direction of the Sz axis. It would be 
of interest to find a representation for the quantum Heisenberg model 
which converges to the Symanzik representation in the classical limit. 
From (5.1) the appropriate limit is 
lim (2S + 1)-'A' Tr exp (U~J ~AS -~sh ~A ) 
= lim R I~IA exp - h  
s ~  1 n, o 
X Z P~/s[( bl'''''bm);ng'REA] 
(bt,...,bm)~ InR;R ~ A) 
= lim R~A( 1 2 ~ )  ( ~ )  s ~  2 -~ ln~  0 exp - h  
• 2 Y, - 
. =  (bl,...,bm)~ ]nR;R ~ A) i= 1 1 
2S b 2S J J  
=1-I  1 
R ~ A  R 
xexp 2R ~[1-S~(R) Sz(R+6)]} 
x 2 ~ [Sz(bi)+ 1][1 - Sz(/~i)] (5.13) 
(bl,...,bm) i= i 
closed loops 
Since S + (R) S - ( R ) =  1 --S~(R) 2, we see that this random walk representa- 
tion is indeed an expansion of the exponential containing terms with S -+. 
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